
>> Urban mobility 2.0
The new smart drive kit for the iPhone.

Your smart and your iPhone – in a class of their own
The new smart drive kit for the iPhone is a multi-talented companion. All you need is 
your smart, your iPhone, the smart cradle for the iPhone and the new smart drive app 
for the iPhone. Here is how it works: have the smart cradle for the iPhone fitted in your 
smart, load the smart drive app on your iPhone, put it in the cradle, launch the app – 
and away you go!  

The smart drive app turns your iPhone* into a connected information and multimedia 
system that is optimized for your smart in terms of function and design. All the 
important features you need when driving your car are combined in a single app: 
listen to your favorite music or web radio stations, identify songs, make phone calls, 
see your position on the map, search for gas stations and restaurants, and more.  

With the optional navigation upgrade app, your smart will guide you straight to your 
destination.

* At the time of going to press the functionality of  
the app could only be guaranteed for the iPhone 3GS –  
it is still being examined for the 3G. *smart fortwo model as shown not available in U.S.

Music is a matter of taste 
Enjoy your entire private music 
collection through your smart 
fortwo’s sound system.

Radio any time, anywhere
Listen to radio stations or  
podcasts from around the world, 
thanks to the integrated web  
radio function.*

What’s playing? 
Hear a song you love while driving? 
Find out what’s playing with the  
ID Song feature.*

*  Roaming fees may apply abroad. 

> Media.

Listen to music and more 
You’ll never again be without your 
favorite music on the road. 

Simple phone calls
Everything you need to make and 
receive phone calls.  

On-board maps 
Maps and local search show you 
what’s nearby. With the navigation 
upgrade, you’re guided to your 
destination.

Assist 
Some extra features to assist 
you - from Car Finder to smart 
roadside assistance service.

>> The app at a glance.>> One of a kind.
The smart drive app for the iPhone – 
as part of the smart drive kit for the 
iPhone - is the first multifunctional 
app developed by a car company.

With its extra large buttons and letters, 
it is simple and intuitive to use.

The smart cradle for the iPhone is 
both stylish and functional. It charges 
your iPhone and mutes the radio during  
phone calls and voice navigation  
instructions. The included microphone 
enables hands-free calling through your 
smart fortwo’s sound system.

> The new smart drive kit for the iPhone.*



No compromises
All functions needed to make phone 
calls are automatically available as soon 
as the iPhone is put in the smart cradle.  

Simple handling
The hands-free system and important 
phone functions, such as keypad, 
contacts, favorites, and call lists, are 
clearly arranged for simple in-car use.

> Phone.

Where am I?
Your vehicle‘s position is displayed on 
a map as you drive. Searching for gas 
stations, restaurants and other points 
of interest is possible via the onboard 
database and Microsoft Bing.

How do I get there?
The navigation upgrade turns the 
device into a full navigation system  
without being online.

One for all
All U.S. navigation data is stored on 
your iPhone. The app is downloaded 
once and can then be used without any 
restrictions. Each navigation upgrade 
is valid for a year.

> Maps. Upgrade. 

Map
Guidance to your destination is provided 
with an on-screen map and turn-by-
turn instructions. Street names are 
shown on the display and are also read 
aloud over your smart fortwo’s sound 
system.

A full overview
Real-time traffic data shows current 
traffic jams. Real-time gas prices keep 
your fuel budget balanced.*

You have reached your destination
Route instructions are given through 
your smart fortwo’s sound system with 
muting of the music sources (car radio, 
web radio or your own music).

*  Roaming fees may apply abroad. 

> Assist.

A clever helper 
Reached your destination and 
found a parking space? With the 
Car Finder function, the iPhone 
automatically remembers where 
you parked your car.

Roadside assistance
Should you ever require assistance, 
connect with the smart hotline. 
The GPS function provides your 
precise location.

Google 411
Voice-driven local search allows 
you to place a free call and  
connect to any business.

>> The perfect companion.
How to get the smart drive kit for the iPhone.

The new smart drive kit for the iPhone consists of two elements: the smart cradle 
for the iPhone (cradle, control unit and microphone) and the smart drive app for  
the iPhone. The cradle is fitted by your smart dealer.

The app can be downloaded from the App Store and the 
annual upgrade needed for navigation can be purchased  
via “in-app purchase.”

For more information, contact your nearest smart center.
smartusa.com/dealerlocator

smart USA does not promote accessing the iPhone or its features or any other device while the vehicle 
is in motion. All illustrations and specifications contained in this brochure are based on the latest 
product information available at the time of publication. smart USA Distributor LLC reserves the right 
to make changes at any time, without notice, in colors, materials, equipment, specifications and models. 
Any variations in colors shown are due to reproduction variations of the printing process. Illustrations 
may include test situations.

smart USA Distributor LLC 
1765 S. Telegraph Road

Bloomfield Hills, MI 48302
1.800.smart.USA

www.smartusa.com
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smart® – a Daimler brand

> Navigation. 


